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Pegasus Scout Network 

Subs, expenses and claiming rules. 
Subs 

We’re a charity and a self-financing part of the district. To those who attend regularly, we 
ask that they pay a small charge each month to help finance our activities. This is currently 
£2.50 a month, equivalent to £30 for the full year. For those who do not attend regularly 
there is no requirement to pay, but contributions to the running of the account are greatly 
appreciated. 

Expenses and claiming rules 

At present Network members do not need to pay national capitation and this is not 
requested by county or district. Stanley’s Own Scouts allow us free use of their Explorer 
Den in exchange for maintenance jobs around the HQ. This is covered in the partnership 
agreement. 

When running Network evenings, sometimes there is a cost involved for purchasing 
materials. This can be done and the money claimed back from the Network account.  

To do so you must first contact the treasurer (Lucy) first. This allows us to ensure we have 
enough money in the account to reimburse you and it allows us to check the money is 
being used on something suitable for us to pay you back.  

Any purchase over £25 will need approval from the District Scout Network Commissioner 
(Steven). 

How we use the funds 

The following are commitments we have made in the past and, pending the ever-changing 
financial situation, we intend to honour. 

• Scout Network uniform badge (RRP 70p), free for any member of Scout Network. 
• Moving On Award Explorers-Network (RRP 70p), free for any member who moved 

up from the Explorer Scout section or Explorer Scout Young Leaders. 
• Pegasus Scout Network name tapes (£9.75 for 36), free for any member of Scout 

Network. 
• Membership awards, Hampshire and New Forest North uniform badges (collective 

cost approx. £2 per set), free for any new member of Network who does not have 
another uniformed role (e.g. adult volunteer). 

• Scout Network scarf (£5 per scarf, minimum order of 20), charged at a 50% 
discount or free for those who heavily support the running of Network. 


